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devoted to full-field material modeling ; FoXtroT implements an efficient spectral solver
(FFT) to perform nonlinear mechanical simulations on microstructure samples
(heterogeneous volume elements), discretized by structured 3D meshes.
the so-called full-field methods are based on the explicit description of the material at
the scale of the heterogeneities considered in the studied medium. The medium is
directly derived from a discrete multidimensional domain, the type of which is generally a
mesh or an image in the case of spectral solvers. The definition of the constituents of
the medium is deduced from a labeling that can be generated artificially or from
experimental data (eg tomography, EBSD datasets).
The method of resolution by FFT solver has the advantage of not having to generate a
mesh and can directly rely on the segmentation of images representing the
microstructure of the material.
Equilibrium equation of the problem in the framework of a periodic domain or
representative elementary volume
divσ = 0
σ(x) = C : ε(x)
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ε = (∇u +T ∇u)
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u(x) = E.x + u ∗(x)
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Initialization: ε0 (x) = E
σ 0 (x) = C(x) : ε0
ItÃ c ration i+1: known εi et σ i
ε̂i (ξ) = FFT (εi (x))
ε̂i+1 (ξ) = −Γ̂0 : σ̂ i (ξ) + ε̂i (ξ), si ξ 6= 0
ε̂i+1 (ξ) = E, ifξ = 0
convergence test
εi (ξ) = FFT −1 (ε̂i (x))
σ i+1 (x) = C(x) : εi+1
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Implemented behavior law on each integration point
Types
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strain ( ε) on input
stress σ on output
update of internal variables ν i

εt+∆t , νti

(4)
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With
the average of
for a given value of the declination angle and A, B and C fitting
constants. This equation originates from the expression of the Young’s modulus as a function of the
declination angle for a transversely isotropic elastic behavior. For further details about this equation, the
reader may refer to [18]. The resulting curve, which reflects the average effect of the elastic anisotropy of
the α phase, is plotted as a red line in figure 4c. On average, grains with the c-axis of the hexagonal close
packed lattice closely aligned with the loading axis experience a higher
stress by about 50 MPa than
grains with their c-axis misoriented by 90° from the loading axis. The associated order of magnitude,
which is a few percent of the average of
, is consistent with both the correction of elastic anisotropy
applied in [34] and the good description of slip activation reported in previous research considering a
global stress state [38,39]. The scatter around the average value given by equation (4) for a given θ angle
indicates the effect of the surroundings on the stress experienced by a given α grain. The term
‘surroundings’ used throughout this article includes microstructural features at different length-scales such
as the direct neighbors for which a short-range mechanical effect can be expected (typically < α grain
size), but also higher length-scale structures that may have long range mechanical effects (typically > α
grain size). The scatter for a given θ angle does not appear as sensitive to the declination angle and is
approximately ±50 MPa. Interestingly, this is the same order of magnitude as the average effect of elastic
anisotropy obtained using equation (4).
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The magnitude of
at applied stress of 852 MPa is shown in figure 5b for the microstructure
displayed in the inverse pole figure map in figure 5a. The average total strain is 7.5 x 10 -3 with an average
plastic strain of 2 x 10-4. This loading
step ismicrostructure
thus within the early slip activity regime.
Real
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Figure 5 a. Inverse pole figure map of the crystalline orientation relative to the loading direction at the surface of the
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Observations of the stress field map reveal stress heterogeneities in relation to the MTRs. In the
elastic regime high stress magnitudes are located in the MTR with a dominant
orientation. Such
behavior is expected owing to the high density of α grains with the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed

TriBeam 3D dataset, b. the corresponding magnitude of

for an applied stress of 852 MPa, c. voxels with a

magnitude of
higher than 900 MPa and d. voxels with a declination angle lower than 10° (i.e. with a stiff
orientation). The comparison of these maps highlights the effect of the MTRs on the presence and location of the
stress hotspots.
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Fiber glass composite

crystalline plasticity: HCP/FCC system
voxel

as a function of the declination angle, is

Stress fields analysis reveals a non-local influence of micro-textured regions on the stress
field for synthetic and real microstructure ; Both macro-scale response and micro-scale
stress and strain fields were found affected by the presence of MTRs and their features. A
mechanistic understanding of the relation between the mechanical behavior at different
scales is discussed to obtain insights into the, effect of micro-textured regions on tensile
properties,
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3.3 TriBeam 3D microstructure: early slip activity

for polycrystalline dataset, possibility to
redistribute the initial orientation to create
macro textured region
strain or stress loading
multiple input image format : tif,vti,xdmf
computation of equivalent stiffness tensor on all
global volume or a specific sliding window
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EXAMPLES

declination angles from 0° to 90°. The average magnitude of
obtained using equation (4).

Effect of MTR material analyse for titanium alloys : global response and
localization
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Parallel implementation with OpenMP
Usage of any behavior law (Lebensohn crystal
plasticity law; viscoelasticity) with many internal
variables stored upon each voxel
Classical fixed point algorithm, with possibly
explicit incremental scheme to compute
time-dependent behavior. With imposed
macroscopic strain, and considering elastic
material :
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a. 15: Stress - strain curves (a) and strain hardening rate (b) for polycrystalline
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Figure
Z
aggregates containing MTRs
with di↵erent shapes but similar volume fractions (⇡3.6 %).44
The behavior of the ”No MTR” aggregate is also shown. Significant di↵erences exist in45
X
46
the plastic regime. Y
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The stress - strain curves for polycrystalline aggregates with MTRs of dif-49
b.
ferent shapes but with volume fractions around 3.6% are presented in figure50
51
15a. The behavior of the ”No MTR” aggregate is also reported. This aggre-52
gate exhibits the highest yield stress (996 MPa). Then, the yield strength53
decreases from the sphere (968 MPa), to the oblate spheroid (951MPa) and54
55
finally to the prolate
spheroid (932 MPa). The
yield strength is thus reduced56
c.
d.
by up to 6.4 % for the prolate spheroid. A plot of the yield strength as57
/X
a function of the volume fraction occupied by the MTR with a dominant58
[0001] orientation is shown in figure 6. It confirms that the reduction in yield59
60
strength is most severe for prolate spheroid shaped MTRs, and suggests that,61
according
to the overall trends, small variations in volume fractions are un-62
I
likely to cause this behavior. As shown in figure 15b, the strain hardening63
rates near the yield point also show significant di↵erences due to the presence64
65

S IMULATION

C URRENT I MPLEMENTATION
I

Virtual polycristalline material RVE, 50k grains ; with 3 different shape of MTR ; 50k equiaxed grains
discretized with 60 Millions voxels

Équilibrium
behavior

with u ∗(x) the periodic displacement.
→ simulation on representative microstructure on different kind of materials (metallic
polycristalline aggregate ; textile composite material)

I

Virtual polycristalline material RVE, 50k grains ; redistributed and initial configurations discretized with
100 Millions voxels

Context : Development of a spectral solver
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Input dataset example

behavior law

Foam material

viscoelasticity
abaqus UMAT

i
σ t+∆t , νt+∆t
, ∂σ
∂ε

TFEL/MFront Interface

Implementation
Use case : Coupling with Dakota optimization toolbox
input file
with JSON
format .fxt
FFTM ODEL
model

Ability to make design of experiments or least-square optimization to determine material parameters ;
I handle multiple level of parallelism ; dakota drive each evaluation with asynchronous concurrency and mpi
parallelism, based on optimization algorithm chosen (evolutionnary and/or gradient based algorithm)
I https://dakota.sandia.gov
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model.read(filename)
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model.solve(filename)
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solver parameters
initialization
OpenMP threads
initialization
instantiation of model
datas
into 3D array based on
model.material
use fixed point
algorithm to compute
equilibrium

Optimization
algorithm
(EA, gradient
based)

FFT solver
evaluation 1
input guess
N1, γ̇1

dakota driver

experimental
curves

concurrency
level 1
FFT solver
evaluation 2
input guess
N2, γ̇2
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